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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Within your template, the dependsOn element enables you to
define one resource as a dependent on one or more resources.
Its value can be a comma-separated list of resource names.
Box 1: 'Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces'
This resource is a virtual machine. It depends on two other
resources:
Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts
Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces
Box 2: 'Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/'
The dependsOn element enables you to define one resource as a
dependent on one or more resources. The resource depends on two
other resources:
Microsoft.Network/publicIPAddresses
Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/r
esource-manager-tutorial-create-templates-with
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Answer: B
Explanation:
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/access-control-o
verview.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two statements best describe CBWFQ? (Choose two.)
A. The CBWFQ scheduler provides a guaranteed minimum amount of
bandwidth to each class.
B. The class-default queue only supports WFQ.
C. CBWFQ services each class queue using a strict priority
scheduler.
D. Inside a class queue, processing is always FIFO, except for
the class-default queue.
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
Class-based weighted fair queuing (CBWFQ) extends the standard
WFQ functionality to provide support for user-defined traffic
classes. For CBWFQ, you define traffic classes based on match
criteria including protocols, access control lists (ACLs), and
input interfaces. Packets satisfying the match criteria for a
class constitute the traffic for that class. A queue is
reserved for each class, and traffic belonging to a class is
directed to the queue for that class. Once a class has been
defined according to its match criteria, you can assign it
characteristics. To characterize a class, you assign it
bandwidth, weight, and maximum packet limit. The bandwidth
assigned to a class is the guaranteed bandwidth delivered to
the class during congestion. Within each queue processing is
FIFO, except for the class-default queue.
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Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguid
e/bp-query-scan.html Because a Scan operation reads an entire
page (by default, 1 MB), you can reduce the impact of the scan
operation by setting a smaller page size. The Scan operation
provides a Limit parameter that you can use to set the page
size for your request. Each Scan or Query request that has a
smaller page size uses fewer read operations and creates a
"pause" between each request. For example, if each item is 4 KB
and you set the page size to 40 items, then a Query request
would consume only 40 strongly consistent read operations or 20
eventually consistent read operations. A larger number of
smaller Scan or Query operations would allow your other
critical requests to succeed without throttling.
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